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Tackling Language Modelling Bias
in Support of Linguistic Diversity

Gábor Bella*, Paula Helm†, Gertraud Koch‡, Fausto Giunchiglia§

Abstract
Current AI-based language technologies—language mod-
els, machine translation systems, multilingual dictionar-
ies and corpora—are known to focus on the world’s 2–
3% most widely spoken languages. Research efforts of
the past decade have attempted to expand this coverage
to ‘under-resourced languages.’ The goal of our paper
is to bring attention to a corollary phenomenon that we
call language modelling bias: multilingual language pro-
cessing systems often exhibit a hardwired, yet usually in-
voluntary and hidden representational preference towards
certain languages. We define language modelling bias as
uneven per-language performance under similar test con-
ditions. We show that bias stems not only from technol-
ogy but also from ethically problematic research and de-
velopment methodologies that disregard the needs of lan-
guage communities. Moving towards diversity-aware al-
ternatives, we present an initiative that aims at reducing
language modelling bias within lexical resources through
both technology design and methodology, based on an
eye-level collaboration with local communities.

1 Introduction
The notion of digital language divide refers to the gap
between languages with and without a considerable rep-
resentation on the Web and within the worldwide digital
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infrastructure (Oxford Internet Study, 2015). As shown
by (Kornai, 2013) about 10 years ago, less than 5% of the
world’s 7–8,000 languages have an even remotely signif-
icant representation on the Internet. The same orders of
magnitude remain valid today, despite the progresses of a
decade (Joshi et al., 2020). Due to the inextricable link be-
tween language, culture, and society (as we show through
many examples in this paper), the ability of persons and
peoples to express themselves in their own language, di-
alect, or even sociolect,1 is determinant in maintaining
their identity and their unique perspective in which ideas
and worldviews are anchored, and which are thus crucial
for the dignity of human beings as well as from the point
of view of epistemic justice (Nyabola, 2018; UNESCO,
2005; Helm et al., 2024). In the field of language tech-
nology and research, riding the wave of the recent break-
through of neural AI, the last decade saw a surge in multi-
lingual language tools and resources for ‘under-resourced
languages.’ The promise of neural language technology
is its apparent language-agnosticism: when fed with raw
corpora that are large enough, statistical and neural com-
putation makes language processing abilities emerge in an
inductive manner, seemingly independently of the under-
lying language structures.

Despite its undeniable results over hundreds of lan-
guages, the linguistics-unaware modus operandi of neu-
ral language research has been criticised from multiple
perspectives. From a methodological point of view, due
to an insufficient understanding of researchers about the
corpora, the languages and, ultimately, the cultures being
worked upon, major quality problems in research output
remain hidden behind precision–recall figures and even-
tually go unnoticed by the scientific community (Lignos

1For simplicity, in the rest of the paper we will use the term language
in a broad manner in order to encompass dialects and sociolects.
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et al., 2022). Ethics-wise, the attitude of first-world ex-
perts who pretend to ‘save the day’ in the Global South by
applying blanket solutions to languages with which they
have no contact or understanding has been pointed out as
fundamentally neocolonial (Bird, 2020; Schwartz, 2022).

With the goal of strengthening the quantitative backing
of such criticisms, our paper draws attention to the phe-
nomenon that language technologies may exhibit unin-
tended preferences towards certain linguistic and seman-
tic constructs, leading to a performance imbalance across
languages even in the case of comparable data sizes and
parameters. Accordingly, the first of the three contri-
butions of our paper is a formal, quantitative definition
of this phenomenon, that we refer to as language mod-
elling bias.2 Our definition is based on an abstract, task-
dependent interpretation of performance, allowing it to
be applied to neural, statistical, or knowledge-driven lan-
guage technologies. This form of bias that stems from
unequal AI performance is also understood as an AI trust-
worthiness issue (Liu et al., 2023).

Language modelling bias is tightly related to a second
key notion of our paper, linguistic diversity, that refers
to linguistic features and ideas that are ‘hard to translate’
across languages. Our second contribution is to show
how, alongside its technological origins, language mod-
elling bias is also caused by flawed methodologies and
a lack of in-depth ethical reflection about language tech-
nology development. Consequently, we argue that, in or-
der for technology design to do justice to linguistic di-
versity, an engaged participation of local communities is
required, via a local institutional framework and rigorous
co-design.

As our third contribution, we present the case study
of reducing bias within the Universal Knowledge Core
lexico-semantic database, a large-scale multilingual lex-
ical resource, via the language-community-driven Live-
Language initiative. While other efforts in this direction
exist (see i.e. the Masakhane initiative (Nekoto et al.,
2020) and earlier work dealing with typological diversity
in NLP (Hlavnova and Ruder, 2023)), our approach places
the needs of local communities at the centre, an important
aspect that has so far been marginalized. Finally, as the

2Thus, we understand language modelling in a broad sense to cover
any form of algorithmic model of any aspect of language, as opposed
to the very narrow sense in which recent AI research understands pre-
trained neural (large) language models.

uneven digital representation of languages is a complex
problem set, of which linguistic diversity and bias are but
a puzzle piece, our solutions are necessary, yet not suffi-
cient conditions for bridging the digital language divide.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
defines and discusses the notions of linguistic diversity
and bias. Section 3 provides examples of bias from AI-
based language technology. Section 4 provides a critique
of methodologies in language technology research and de-
velopment, and proposes alternatives. Sections 5 and 6
describe the technical and methodological aspects of the
LiveLanguage initiative, aiming to put into practice the
principles discussed in Sections 2–4. Finally, Section 7
situates the state of our work with respect to long-term
goals.

2 Linguistic Diversity
and Language Modelling Bias

The term linguistic diversity has a positive connotation:
evocative of biodiversity, its association to language im-
plies the preservation of the variedness of the world’s lin-
guistic landscape. Although our own point of departure
is one of preserving diversity, we are wary of naı̈vely
celebrating it without a proper conceptualization There-
fore, we differentiate between an understanding of lin-
guistic diversity as a descriptive and as a normative con-
cept (Helm et al., 2022). The former points to the ac-
tual notions of difference that underlie our understanding
of diversity, both in the field of linguistics (Greenberg,
1956) and as a design strategy in computational systems
(Rijkhoff et al., 1993; Giunchiglia et al., 2017). In what
follows, we will focus on the latter normative conception
of diversity, i.e. the values we associate with it as the ob-
jective of our work.

Diversity can be seen as a value that is either intrin-
sic or instrumental (Zimmerman and Bradley, 2019). In
the intrinsic version, diversity is good by and for itself,
and evokes associations with pluralism, tradition, and au-
thenticity (Vertovec, 2012; Chi et al., 2021). Following a
more instrumental stance, the UNESCO ‘Convention on
the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural
Expressions’ supports the idea of relating the preservation
of linguistic diversity to values of tolerance, inclusion and
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dignity (UNESCO, 2005).
Following such instrumental normative understanding

of diversity, in cross-lingual and cross-cultural contexts it
is also important to acknowledge a necessary compromise
between linguistic unity, i.e. the effectiveness of commu-
nication, and diversity. Trade languages such as English
or Swahili, for example, spoken by various peoples across
the globe, enable mutual understanding and exchange of
ideas. Also, diversity should not be treated as a commod-
ity that can be exploited, e.g. as part of corporate PR-
washing strategies (Young, 1990). Based on these con-
sideration, we settle on an understanding of diversity as
an instrumental value. As such, simply preserving or pro-
moting linguistic diversity through technological repre-
sentation is not yet sufficient as a normative goal, it is
also the means that are critical as well as the kinds of im-
plementations that are enabled through this activity.

Given these conceptual clarifications, we embrace lin-
guistic diversity as an objective, together with the idea
that computational efforts can be instrumental to achieve
it. In this perspective, we first provide a general and de-
scriptive definition for linguistic diversity, followed by an
operational and normative interpretation of what dealing
with linguistic diversity implies in practice, also in terms
of objectives to be achieved.

Linguistic diversity is observed across two
(or more) languages if one language possesses
a particular linguistic construct through which
it can express an idea concisely, while the same
construct is absent from the other language that,
in consequence, needs to express it through dif-
ferent constructs, if at all.

This definition is general, with the term linguistic con-
struct possibly referring to any lexical, syntactic, morpho-
logical, etc. phenomenon; yet, the reference to expressing
an idea implies that the construct in question determines
the meaning of the utterance in which it is used. For
speakers, the ideas expressed by such constructs are of-
ten inextricably embedded in the local geographical and
cultural context. We illustrate our point with two such
constructs: lexical untranslatability and inalienable pos-
session.

Lexical untranslatability refers to language-specific
terms that do not have equivalents across languages. Lin-

guists and ethnographers have for long studied such phe-
nomena, notably in the fields of colour terms, geography,
body parts, or kinship, the last one being perhaps the most
thoroughly studied (Murdock, 1967). If for siblings, for
example, English only distinguishes by gender (brother,
sister), many other languages take into account the rela-
tive age of the sibling and the gender of the speaker as
well. Thus, the Maori word teina means elder brother
if it is pronounced by a male speaker, and elder sister if
it is pronounced by a female. Likewise, while English
has a single term for cousin, a speaker in South India re-
spectful of culture will choose out of 16 possible cousin-
type terms, depending on gender, age, the mother’s or fa-
ther’s side, etc. In the Kaxinawa language from Ama-
zonia, the broad kin term siu’i refers to people who are
already known to the speaker’s community, also imply-
ing a possible blood relation. Such radically different or-
ganisations of kinship terminology reveal an underlying
diversity in family structure and social organisation.

Inalienable possession stems from the boundary of se-
mantics, syntax, and morphology. It is widely present
in Native American and Australasian languages, where
abstract—yet for us natural—concepts such as mother or
head (as a body part) cannot be expressed as single words
(free morphemes), but only together with their possessor
(i.e. as the combination of two bound morphemes): my
mother, your head.

Despite the rich literature in linguistics of such phe-
nomena, they are for the most part neglected in the AI
and computational linguistics communities. Tools such
as machine translators or multilingual lexicons are rarely,
if at all, evaluated with respect to their support of linguis-
tic diversity. In this paper, we attempt to approach this
problem through the notion of language modelling bias.

In the context of AI language technology, the notion of
bias has so far been used to refer to patterns of stereo-
types and preferences towards social groups, most often
concerning learning-based language processing systems
(Blodgett et al., 2020). In terms of social groups, studies
have mostly focused on gender, ethnicity, and race, but
also other forms of bias (religion-related, age-related, po-
litical, socio-economic, etc.) (Friedman and Nissenbaum,
1996). To our knowledge, the term language modelling
bias has not been used so far in any way similar to ours.
Many of the underlying exploitative mechanisms have,
however, been pointed out, in particular in relation to the
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most disempowered social groups, namely small indige-
nous speaker communities (Bird, 2022; Schwartz, 2022).
In terms of actual bias in AI systems and data, the research
closest to ours concerns inductive bias in language mod-
els towards certain morphological and syntactic structures
(Ravfogel et al., 2019; White and Cotterell, 2021). We
present these works more in detail in Section 3. In (Ben-
der, 2011), Bender et al. show examples of language tech-
nology that do not hold their promise with respect to
language-agnosticism. In (Blodgett et al., 2016), Blod-
gett et al. study the (non-)representation of the vernaculars
of social groups within language resources. They point
out that English linguistic corpora tend to exclude the
register of speech used by African-Americans, the non-
representation of which causes a bias in the abilities of
the AI systems trained on top of them. We identify this as
a particular case of language modelling bias, even if in the
paper cited it is (correctly) also framed as a form of racial
bias across sociolects of a single language. As stated in
the introduction, our notion of language modelling bias
aims to encompass sociolects as well as dialects, as the ef-
fect of bias on these different categories of speaker groups
cannot be distinguished.

Intuitively, language modelling bias is observed in lan-
guage technology when, due to its design, a system rep-
resents, interprets, or processes utterances in certain lan-
guages less precisely or less efficiently than in others,
thereby negatively affecting the communication ability of
speakers of that language. More formally:

A technology t that supports the languages
(dialects, sociolects) L = {l1, ..., lN} has lan-
guage modelling bias if there exist a pair of
languages lA ∈ L, lB ∈ L, an operation ot
performed by t, a set of utterances UA in lan-
guage lA given as input to ot, and a set of
analogous utterances UB in language lB , such
that the performance of ot over UA is dis-
tinctly better than its performance over UB :
Perf(ot(UA)) >> Perf(ot(UB)).

In order to obtain a quantitative measure of language mod-
elling bias b, we use the coefficient of variation over the
performance values measured across N languages:

bt =
σt

µt
=

√
1

N−1

∑N
i=1(Perf(ot(Ui))2 − Perf

2
)

Perf

where Perf is the mean performance of t over the lan-
guages. The intuition behind this formula is that the
more varied the performance of the operation ot over
the set of languages L, the higher the standard devia-
tion σt. In order to compute the language modelling
bias bt, we normalise the standard deviation of the perfor-
mances by their mean, thereby obtaining a performance-
metric-independent and more cross-comparable measure.

It is important to note that we use the term perfor-
mance in an abstract manner, as it can be measured in
many ways depending on the task being evaluated. For
example, performance may refer to common metrics such
as precision, recall, BLEU, or ROUGE that all vary be-
tween 0 and 1, but it may also be based on perplexity
(e.g. to evaluate pretrained language models) or semantic
distance (e.g. to evaluate semantic correctness of machine
translation) where the values have no upper bound and the
lower they are the better.3

If applied unconditionally, the definition above will find
bias everywhere, as in practice no technology performs
equally well on any two languages. As most language
processing systems today are data-driven, any difference
in training data size or quality will inevitably lead to un-
even performance. While it may be revealing to evaluate
bias in existing, pre-trained systems, our aim is to use lan-
guage modelling bias to examine deeper, structural limita-
tions built into language processing algorithms, represen-
tational models, resources, or methodologies. In practice,
however, from merely observing the output of a system, it
may be difficult to understand whether lower performance
is caused by its structural properties or by contingent fac-
tors such as resource completeness or training data size.
The distinction is important as the latter kinds of issues
can in theory be mitigated by adding more (or better-
distributed, higher-quality, etc.) data to the system, while
structurally determined bias can only be addressed by re-
designing the technology itself (as well as the methodolo-
gies that may have caused the bias). In order to focus on
the structural sources of bias, a careful selection of the set
of input utterances U may be necessary, and the systems
typically need to be retrained or repopulated with corpora
balanced across languages.

We recognise that bias is generally unavoidable. Con-

3In order for the coefficient of variation to be interpretable, however,
we do take the reasonable assumption that Perf is a ratio scale.
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trary to a blanket critique of bias as a phenomenon in
itself, it is now accepted in humanities and social sci-
ence research that all knowledge, all insights, and even
all data are situated, i.e. they always reflect a particular
point of view in space and time that is influenced by cul-
ture, history, politics, economics, epistemology, and so
on (Haraway, 1988; Gitelman, 2013). Unbiasedness is
therefore a deceptive goal that, instead of solving social
problems, reproduces problematic ideas, such as the un-
realistic imaginary that technology can be neutral (Beer,
2017). It is therefore important to be upfront about when
and for what reasons a certain bias is problematic and
needs to be addressed, and that this does not lead to an
elimination of bias, but to a different, more transparent
and just bias (Harding, 1995). This is the case, for ex-
ample, when bias targets already vulnerable, underrepre-
sented, and marginalized groups. In our case, the social
group in question is clearly the community of speakers of
a given language, however heterogeneous it may be other-
wise (according to social status, culture, gender, race, eth-
nicity, religion, etc.). Being the native or second-language
speaker of a language in itself determines one’s access
to information, and the language technology that enables
this access affects one’s ability to communicate, on the
Web or elsewhere.

3 Examples
of Language Modelling Bias

This section presents examples of language modelling
bias in mainstream AI language technology: within the
structure of multilingual lexical databases, within neural
language models, and finally various manifestations of
language modelling bias in machine translation systems.

Bias in Lexical Databases. As a generalisation of bilin-
gual dictionaries, the 2000s saw the appearance of mul-
tilingual lexical databases that map words, based on
their meanings, across large numbers of languages. As
shown in the survey (Giunchiglia et al., 2023), several
of these multilingual databases interconnect words from
hundreds of languages, mapping the words of each lan-
guage to the 100 thousand English word meanings (so-
called synsets) of Princeton WordNet (Miller, 1998). On

the one hand, this choice makes practical sense, as among
all similar resources, WordNet offers by far the widest
coverage of word meanings. On the other hand, it re-
sults in a strong bias towards the English language and
Anglo-Saxon culture in general, as the expressivity of the
database is limited to notions for which a word exists in
English (Giunchiglia et al., 2023; Bella et al., 2022a). Fig-
ure 1 provides a simple example from the food domain,
known to be culturally, and thus also linguistically, di-
verse. It shows how a biased lexical database maps to-
gether words in Swahili and Japanese meaning uncooked
rice, cooked rice, and brown rice. The degree of informa-
tion loss is flagrant: while both Swahili and Japanese pro-
vide fine-grained lexicalisations about the various forms
of rice, the many-to-many mapping that results from pass-
ing through English masks all fine-grained differences, re-
sulting in both a loss of detail and incorrect translations
when one moves from Swahili to Japanese or vice versa.
The diversity-diminishing bias towards the English lan-
guage and Anglo-Saxon cultures is also found in other do-
mains that are well-known to be diverse across languages:
family relationships, school systems, etc.

Applying the definition from Section 2, we compute
the language modelling bias of the lexical models of
four multilingual lexical databases: the first and sec-
ond versions of the Open Multilingual Wordnet (OMW,
OMW2) (Bond and Foster, 2013; Bond et al., 2020), In-
doWordNet (IWN) (Bhattacharyya, 2010), and BabelNet
(BN) (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010). The figures were
not computed from the actual contents of the databases—
that are necessarily incomplete and thus are not repre-
sentative of their structural properties—but rather from a
gold-standard cross-lingual mapping dataset (Giunchiglia
et al., 2023), covering a diverse set of nine languages from
five phyla. Coverages are theoretical in the sense that they
mean the percentage of cross-lingual mapping relation-
ships that each model is structurally able to represent with
respect to the gold standard mappings. The dataset con-
tains three mapping relation types: equivalent meaning,
broader/narrower meaning, and lexical untranslatability.
We evaluate bias as follows:

• technology t: multilingual lexical databases {OMW,
OMW2, IWN, BN};

• operation ot: cross-lingual mapping of word mean-
ings;
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Figure 1: Left: biased cross-lingual mapping of words about various forms of ‘rice’ from a popular multilingual lexical
database. Right: an example of language modelling bias in machine translation.

BIAS
Tech Bias
OMW 0.120
OMW2 0.023
IWN 0.079
BN 0.031

Figure 2: Bias in the expressivity of cross-lingual mappings of multilingual lexical databases. Left: per-language
coverage (performance) of mappings for each database. Right: bias of each database.

• languages L: {English, French, Italian, Chinese,
Hindi, Tamil, Malayalam, Hungarian, Mongolian};

• utterances U : 32 concepts from six linguistically di-
verse domains, lexicalised by the languages above
through 160 words and 128 interlingual gaps repre-
senting lexical untranslatability;

• performance Perf: defined as the coverage (recall) of
gold-standard cross-lingual mappings that the lexical
database is able to express.

Figure 2 shows performance figures. Bias is not con-
cerned with absolute coverage values, but rather with how
coverage varies across languages. OMW shows a marked
bias towards European languages and English in partic-
ular (68% coverage) while Asian languages are mapped
suboptimally (49–51%), with a bias of bOMW = 0.120.
This is explained by the fact that pivot concepts in OMW
are limited to the meanings of English words. IWN,
where the pivot is Hindi, unsurprisingly displays a bias
towards Indian languages (75–76%) with other languages
falling into the 59–68% range, with bIWN = 0.079. BN
and OMW2, on the other hand, are less biased due to the
fact that their pivot concepts are not tied to any particu-
lar language. The bias of BN, bBN = 0.031, the mapping
coverage of which varies between 77% and 83%, is due
to its lack of support for untranslatability relations. In the

case of OMW2 (coverage 86–92%), the so far smallest
bias bOMW2 = 0.023 is caused by limited expressivity in
cross-lingual broader/narrower mappings.

Bias in Neural Language Models. Do neural language
models favour, in terms of better performance, certain
types of languages based on their grammatical features
(e.g. word order, morphology)? This question has been
discussed in previous work, also with respect to cross-
lingual variations on specific grammatical features such
as morphology (Mielke et al., 2019; Hlavnova and Ruder,
2023) or word order (White and Cotterell, 2021). A grow-
ing number of studies exist on the effect of morphology
on the results of popular language-agnostic tokenisation
methods such as Byte-Pair Encoding: as tokenisation is
a crucial preprocessing task, it affects most aspects of
language model performance (Batsuren et al., 2024; Rust
et al., 2021).

Some works approach the evaluation of structural bias
through abstraction from variations in training data and
other contingent factors, in line with our position in Sec-
tion 2. (Ravfogel et al., 2019) and (White and Cotterell,
2021) both construct artificial languages that differ by sin-
gle typological features in order to compare LSTM and
Transformer architectures over their support of grammat-
ical features. (Hlavnova and Ruder, 2023), on the other
hand, evaluate five pre-trained large language models with
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respect to their accuracy in answering prompt-based ques-
tions. As an illustration, using our formalism, we com-
pute the bias of the five models based on detailed evalu-
ation data from (Hlavnova and Ruder, 2023, Table 3) as
follows:

• technology t: a language model from {mT5-XXL,
PaLM-S, PaLM-M, PaLM-L, PaLM-2};

• operation ot: LLM-based question answering;

• languages L: {English, Spanish, Italian, French,
German, Swedish, Finnish, Slovak, Russian, Chi-
nese, Swahili, Arabic};

• utterances U : 10k template-generated context–
question–answer prompts per language;

• performance Perf: accuracy.

The bias values obtained are: bmT5 = 0.22, bPaLM−S =
0.31, bPaLM−M = 0.23, bPaLM−L = 0.08, bPaLM−2 =
0.05. In this study, the largest and most performant model,
PaLM-2, also proves to be the least biased. Here, actual
models of varying sizes are being compared, thus the bias
computed is largely dependent on training data and does
not measure the structural properties of models.

Bias in Machine Translation. Machine translation
(MT) has been a flagship task of AI-based language tech-
nology. Without claiming to be exhaustive, we point out
three aspects of current MT technologies where linguistic
bias can be observed: the non-handling of untranslatabil-
ity, the variedness of vocabulary and grammar, and the
use of a pivot language. Today’s top MT systems, such as
DeepL and Google Translate, make systematic mistakes
over untranslatable terms, betraying the fact that this phe-
nomenon is not specifically addressed by these tools.

For instance, when translating the English sentence My
brother is three years younger than me to Hungarian, Ko-
rean, Japanese, or Mongolian, syntactically correct yet
semantically absurd results are obtained (Khishigsuren
et al., 2022).4 These languages either have no equiva-
lent word for brother or, when they do, the equivalent
word is relatively rare (as fiútestvér in Hungarian). Based

4Recently, these tools have added correct translations as second or
third alternatives.

on training corpus frequencies, the MT system ends up
choosing a semantically unsuitable word, such as bátyám
meaning my elder brother, resulting in My elder brother
is three years younger than me. A similar example, based
on the example of rice from earlier in this section, is the
English sentence ‘This rice is tasty,’ machine-translated
into Swahili as ‘Mchele huu ni kitamu,’ meaning ‘This raw
rice is tasty.’ These are not cherry-picked exceptions but
rather are examples of systematic mistakes from domains
of high linguistic diversity.

Given the nature of the errors above—the use of words
with incorrect meanings within otherwise syntactically
correct sentences—and reusing results from (Khishig-
suren et al., 2022), we propose a measurement of bias
based on lexical semantics. We use as a measurement
of performance the average semantic distance, more pre-
cisely the least common subsumer distance, between the
meaning of each translated word and the expected gold-
standard meaning, measured over the interlingual concept
hierarchy published in (Khishigsuren et al., 2022).

• technology t: Google Translate {GT};

• operation ot: translation from English;

• languages L: Russian, Japanese, Korean, Hungarian,
Mongolian;

• utterances U : 50 English sentences from the British
National Corpus containing kinship terms, from
(Khishigsuren et al., 2022);

• performance Perf: average semantic distance (the
lower the better) between the meanings of translated
words and correct gold-standard concepts.

The average semantic distances obtained, as reported in
(Khishigsuren et al., 2022), are Perf(GTENG–RUS) = 0.34,
Perf(GTENG–JAP) = 0.38, Perf(GTENG–KOR) = 0.90,
Perf(GTENG–HUN) = 1.06, Perf(GTENG–MON) = 1.12,
which provides an overall bias of bGT = 0.49 (to be com-
pared with the biases of other MT systems).

A second form of bias concerns the variedness of vo-
cabulary and grammar in MT output. In (Vanmassenhove
et al., 2021), Vanmassenhove et al. quantitatively com-
pare the lexical and grammatical diversity between orig-
inal and machine-translated text. Their definitions of di-
versity and bias are different from ours: by diversity they
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refer to the richness of the vocabulary and the complex-
ity of the grammar of a document (normalised by doc-
ument size and computed according to multiple gram-
matical constructs), while by bias they understand an un-
controlled loss of diversity due to MT. Still, their results
are relevant for our argument: in (Vanmassenhove et al.,
2021), they report that, for the same language, morphol-
ogy in translated text becomes poorer with respect to orig-
inal (untranslated) corpora, i.e. features of number or gen-
der for nouns tend to decrease. This phenomenon affects
morphologically rich languages in particular.

A third form of bias in MT systems is their use of En-
glish as a pivot language when translating between non-
English language pairs. This practice is explained by the
relative scarcity of bilingual training corpora for such lan-
guage pairs, as well as scalability: the use of a pivot lan-
guage reduces the need for trained models from

(
N
2

)
to

N − 1, where N is the number of languages. Figure 1
(right) shows the case of French-to-Italian translation of a
sentence meaning my (female) cousin married a tall man.
While French and Italian use different words for male and
female cousins (cousin/cousine, cugino/cugina), English
does not. The result is that the gender of the cousin is
‘lost in translation’ and, as a form of combined linguistic
and gender bias, it appears as a male in the translated text.

4 Methodology as a Source of Bias
In our view, bias in language technology is also due
to methodological flaws in computational linguistics re-
search and development practices. In Computational Lin-
guistics, English has not only been the lingua franca
of scientific communication, but also the de facto stan-
dard subject matter of research. (Schwartz, 2022) reports
that between 2013 and 2021, 83% of papers accepted at
the flagship ACL conference were explicitly or implic-
itly about English and 97% were about Indo-European
languages. The 2010s saw an emerging interest in mul-
tilingual language technology, and of a new research
sub-field targeting ‘low-resource’ (or ‘under-resourced’)
languages, previously neglected by mainstream research.
The recent progress made in supporting new languages
is undeniable—for example, as of early 2024, Google
Translate supports 133 languages, while Meta claims to
have broken the 200-language barrier with its (hyperbole

ahead) No Language Left Behind (NLLB) machine trans-
lation project (Team et al., 2022). Nevertheless, in line
with the ‘zero-shot’ data-driven ethos (Bird, 2020) of deep
neural AI, mainstream low-resource language research
aims to provide a solution for multiple, preferably tens or
hundreds of languages at the same time, shunning human
involvement (linguists, field workers, native speakers, fi-
nal users) in the name of cost efficiency.

In many cases, the languages being addressed are not
understood by the people working on them, who are there-
fore not able to judge the quality of the data and algo-
rithms on which they are relying. This leads to method-
ological errors that remain hidden within systems, and of
which the speaker communities only see the negative con-
sequences in terms of the low-quality tools they are of-
fered. Such errors may appear in multiple development
steps, as in our three examples below on (1) corpus gen-
eration, (2) corpus preprocessing, and (3) evaluation.

(1) In the context of corpus generation, (Lignos et al.,
2022) report that researchers are not always familiar with
the corpora they are using. For instance, when Wikipedia
is scraped automatically, the contents of pages can be of
low quality due to the use of machine translation, or may
not even correspond to the language by which they are
tagged. This results in systems trained and evaluated on
low-quality text or even on the wrong language. (2) In
corpus preprocessing, the practice of ‘removing accents
and special characters’ (that are only special to engineers
unaware of their role in languages other than theirs), that
has become commonplace for English, has a negative ef-
fect on languages where these characters play an impor-
tant linguistic role, e.g. in the disambiguation of mean-
ing. An indiscriminate removal of ‘special’ characters re-
sults in bias against these languages. (3) In the context of
evaluating a tool or resource, it is important to understand
the limitations of evaluation metrics with respect to what
they are or are not able to measure. For example, in ma-
chine translation, the standard BLEU metric is known not
to measure the semantic similarity of the reference and
the automated translations, while the METEOR metric
takes synonymy into account, although only for English
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005). None of these metrics are re-
liable in the presence of lexical diversity, as exemplified
in section 3, where cross-lingual hypernymy can be the
preferred method of selecting the best possible translation
candidate (Khishigsuren et al., 2022).
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The methodology and the goals of such research raise a
multitude of concerns that are both ethical and scientific.
Linguists such as Bird (Bird, 2020) claim mainstream
Western ‘low-resource language’ research to be postcolo-
nial, with Western researchers unilaterally setting devel-
opmental goals and providing technological solutions to
reach them. Most often, native speakers are not involved
in the process, or when they are, they play subordinate
roles such as annotator or validator. These criticisms are
in line with what Irani et al. describe as ‘postcolonial com-
puting,’ and with the four-dimensional ways forward that
the respective authors propose (Irani et al., 2010).

Bird (Bird, 2020), Schwartz (Schwartz, 2022), or
the researchers of the successful Masakhane project on
African languages (Nekoto et al., 2020), have been ad-
vocating alternative, ‘decolonising’ approaches to multi-
lingual research in AI and to working specifically with in-
digenous linguistic communities, based on an understand-
ing of power imbalance and the difference in epistemolo-
gies between the researcher and the local community, and
overcoming them through deliberate effort. Bird empha-
sises co-design of technology with communities, based on
their perceived goals and needs. He observes the impor-
tance of vehicular or trade languages in addressing local
vernaculars—beyond Spanish, French, or English, also
Arabic, Persian, Hindi, Urdu, Amharic, Hausa, or Swahili
are also widely used trade languages. In (Bird, 2022), a
multipolar model is proposed for working with language
communities, where trade languages function as bridges
or pivots across local languages and vernaculars. Along a
similar philosophy, Masakhane adopts a research method-
ology they call participatory, which makes sure that hu-
man agents are from local communities or, if this is not
entirely possible, at least knowledge transfer takes place
(Nekoto et al., 2020). Human-based evaluation is empha-
sised in addition to conventional automated methods that
are, justly, deemed inefficient in low-resource scenarios.

We endorse the idea of a co-design methodology where
local communities exercise decisional power and property
rights over research outcomes. We also embrace Bird’s
multipolar model, both as a methodological approach and
as a high-level system architecture for the development
of linguistic knowledge. Yet, we warn against the po-
tential bias inherent in hub-spoke architectures in favour
of the hub, as shown in section 3. This bias is avoid-
able through appropriate design, as we show in Section 5.

With respect to the communities targeted, we present a
different perspective: while these authors adopt the view-
point of small and disempowered indigenous communi-
ties (e.g. Australian aboriginals, Native Americans), we
point out the need for a finer-grained typology, in order to
develop an ethical framework that best corresponds to the
community at hand, sometimes markedly different from
small indigenous groups. For instance, (Kornai, 2013)
and (Joshi et al., 2020) divide languages into five and
six clusters, respectively, according to their online sup-
port. Communities with tens of millions of speakers are
rarely disempowered linguistic minorities. As shown in
Table 1,5 languages such as Bengali, Urdu, or Indonesian
are each spoken by 100 million people or more. Swahili,
Hausa, or Pashto are each spoken by at least 50 million.
Yet, the online presence of these languages is nowhere
representative of such numbers.6

Languages such as Breton or Scottish Gaelic fall into
yet another category, that of endangered minority lan-
guages of the Global North. These languages are charac-
terised by a small number of speakers in steep decline, yet
with an economic and socio-cultural support much higher
than that of indigenous minorities in other parts of the
world. This is also reflected in Table 1 where, in terms
of Wikipedia content, Breton (200 thousand speakers) is
on a par with Swahili (80 million) and Scottish Gaelic
(50 thousand) with Pashto (at least 40 million).

Compared to the small indigenous communities tar-
geted by Schwartz and Bird, these languages enjoy a non-
negligible level of institutional backing: official language
status and administrative and academic support for the
major languages of the Global South, and at least finan-
cial aid and academic backing for the minority languages
of the Global North. Such existing frameworks of support
need to be taken into account when setting up collabora-
tive efforts.

5Retrieved in February 2023 from https://meta.
wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias.

6Kornai (Kornai, 2013) has quantitatively proven a very strong cor-
relation between simple measures such as Wikipedia presence and the
general digital vitality of a language. For this reason, we consider the
number of Wikipedia pages as a decent estimate for the overall digital
content available in a language.
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Language L1+2 speakers Rank Articles Language L1+2 speakers Rank Articles
English >1B 1 6,624,314 Swahili 80M 83 76,417
Indonesian 300M 22 639,717 Hausa 77M 123 21,190
Bengali 300M 63 134,966 Pashto 40M 127 17,202
Marathi 100M 74 90,421 Scottish Gaelic 50k 133 15,859
Breton 200k 82 78,361

Table 1: Contrast of the number of speakers (as 1st or 2nd language) and the number of Wikipedia articles for a
selection of languages.

5 A Diversity-Aware Lexical Model

As a case study on the value-sensitive design (Friedman
et al., 2002) of language technology for the preservation
of linguistic and cultural diversity, we present the Uni-
versal Knowledge Core (UKC), a large-scale multilingual
lexical database, described from a technical perspective in
(Bella et al., 2022b; Giunchiglia et al., 2023). The UKC
adopts a diversity-aware lexical concept space that is able
to represent concepts that are culturally or linguistically
specific to languages and communities, avoiding the type
of bias illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 3 shows the high-level lexical model of the
UKC, using the example lexical field around the concept
of rice, known to be culturally significant and diverse in
several parts of the world. Horizontally, the model is di-
vided into two layers: the lexico-semantic layer repre-
sents lexical meaning through concepts and their relation-
ships (broader–narrower, part-of, etc.). The lexical layer
represents the actual lexicalisations of these concepts, as
well as lexical relations between them. Vertically, the
model is divided into an interlingua (in yellow) that mod-
els unity, i.e. shared phenomena across languages, as well
as one lexicon per language (in blue) that models diver-
sity.

This bidimensional structure delineates four types of
lexical knowledge: (1) lexico-semantic unity; (2) lexico-
semantic diversity; (3) lexical unity; and (4) lexical diver-
sity. (1) As shown in Figure 3, lexico-semantic unity as-
serts that the French riz and the Italian riso are equivalent,
as both are connected to CONCEPT A of rice. Likewise,
the Swahili mchele and the Japanese米 are connected to
the interlingual CONCEPT C of uncooked rice, which is
asserted by the network to be a narrower term than rice,
helping both humans and machines in its interpretation.

(2) Lexico-semantic diversity provides evidence on un-
translatability (e.g. no word exists for rice in Swahili) via
explicitly representing interlingual gaps. These help MT
systems identify difficult-to-translate phrases and handle
them appropriately. Language-specific local concepts, as
another form of diversity, are not merged into the in-
terlingua, such as the Japanese raw brown rice in Fig-
ure 3. Through them, the UKC acknowledges the diffi-
culty of integrating all culturally specific concepts from
all societies into a single, coherent, global view. Even
so, these local hierarchies remain connected to the inter-
lingua through their root concepts, and can be exploited
by applications destined to local communities. (3) Rice,
riz, and riso do not only mean the same thing, they are
also similar as word forms and are from a common et-
ymological origin. The UKC models such lexical unity
through cognate relationships. Cognates are a key tool
in linguistic typology and lexicostatistics for the study
of the similarity of lexicons (Gudschinsky, 1956). They
are also used in cross-lingual NLP applications, such as
for building bilingual word embeddings (Artetxe et al.,
2016). (4) Finally, morphological and semantic informa-
tion that relate to the form of the word, such as deriva-
tion or antonymy relations between words, are modelled
as lexical diversity. Japanese and Italian both lexicalise
rice in the husk (also called paddy in English); Italian,
however, expresses this concept through derivation, via
the augmentative riso→ risone.

As of early 2024, the UKC contains about 1.9 million
words from over 2,100 languages.7 It expresses lexico-
semantic and lexical unity through 111k interlingual con-
cepts, 109k lexico-semantic and 3.3M cognate relations.
Lexico-semantic and lexical diversity, in turn, are ex-

7The UKC does not contain named entities as it is not intended to be
an encyclopedic resource nor to tackle issues typical of such resources.
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Figure 3: The cross-lingual mapping model of the UKC lexical database.

pressed via 39k interlingual gaps from 744 languages and
over 230k language-specific relations including deriva-
tion, antonymy, and metonymy. When computed on iden-
tical data (obtained from (Giunchiglia et al., 2023)) and in
an identical manner as for the other four multilingual lex-
ical databases in Section 3, the language modelling bias
of the UKC lexical model is obtained to be zero. This is
expected as the model was designed to solve interlingual
mapping limitations present in other databases.

Content-wise, however, the UKC is not free of bias.
First of all, it provides an uneven coverage of languages:
only 7% of the lexicons have more than 1000 words,
while major European languages have lexicons of more
than 50 thousand words. This situation reflects the gen-
eral state of multilingual language resources (many of
which the UKC also incorporates). Secondly, the graph
of interlingual concepts inside the UKC, having been
bootstrapped from the concept hierarchy of the English
Princeton WordNet, represents an Anglo-Saxon point of
view on the conceptualisation of the world. Consequently,
our recent LiveLanguage projects, following the method-
ology described in the next section, are focused on reduc-
ing these two kinds of bias within the UKC: by increasing
the coverage of small lexicons, and by collecting and inte-
grating evidence of language-specific words and untrans-
latability. Doing so, we are gradually shifting the resource
from its Western perspective towards the needs of linguis-
tic minorities and cultures of the Global South.

Past LiveLanguage projects on increasing UKC cover-
age involved lexicon extension on Scottish Gaelic (Bella
et al., 2020), Mongolian (Batsuren et al., 2019), and the

languages of India (Chandran Nair et al., 2022). Ongo-
ing projects are extending the lexicons of languages of
Indonesia (Indonesian, Banjar, Javanese), South Africa
(Setswana), as well Arabic (Freihat et al., 2024).8

Our efforts on untranslatability focus on lexical do-
mains known to be diverse across cultures. (Khishigsuren
et al., 2022; Khalilia et al., 2023) describe the redesign
of the kinship domain of the UKC interlingua to allow it
to represent over 2,00 kin terms and over 38,000 interlin-
gual gaps in over 700 languages, relying both on ethno-
graphic data (Murdock, 1967) and our own field work.
This effort led to extending the size of the kinship domain
from a few dozen concepts mostly relevant to English to
over 250 linguistically diverse concepts. Current work has
moved to the domains of food and colour terms: while the
diversity of food-related vocabulary is obvious, the differ-
ent ways languages divide the colour spectrum via basic
colour terms has also been widely discussed in linguistics
(Kay et al., 2009).

6 A Diversity-Aware
Development Methodology

The aims of the LiveLanguage initiative are to provide
technical and methodological support for collaborative ef-
forts on diversity-aware resource and tool development,
and to disseminate the results of such efforts. According
to the ethics policy of LiveLanguage, local communities

8See the complete list of projects on http://ukc.
datascientia.eu/projects
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(1) Project specification based on local needs;

(a) goals and motivations;

(b) languages and domains;

(c) institutions and actors;

(d) tools and infrastructure.

(2) local deployment of diversity-aware supporting tools;

(3) local resource development;

(4) local dissemination and exploitation of results;

(5) (optional) sharing of results with LiveLanguage;

(6) (optional) global dissemination and exploitation.

Figure 4: Collaborative language development methodology in the framework of the LiveLanguage initiative

set their goals and keep the intellectual property of all re-
sults. These principles constitute an ethical minimum to
avoid an exploitative relationship, but are also justified by
efficiency: they ensure that the project is useful and rel-
evant, and that it motivates the local community in en-
gaging with the project. A local institutional framework
greatly simplifies the collaboration process: the local in-
stitution can act as the IP owner and has the necessary
structure and network of people to organise the local ef-
fort.

For the co-creation of lexical resources, LiveLanguage
adopts the six methodological steps shown in Figure 4.

(1) Project specification is led by the local institution,
with support from LiveLanguage providing consultancy
and know-how from past projects. It first determines
(a) the long-term goals and motivations of the local com-
munity: language teaching, the development of AI-based
language tech, basic language tools for smartphones, the
preservation of cultural heritage, etc. Crucial design
choices stem from these long-term goals: (b) the trade
and local languages or dialects, linguistic phenomena, and
semantic domains covered. For instance, a project moti-
vated by teaching an endangered language to children will
concentrate on building resources on the core vocabulary
and basic grammar, while a project on the preservation
of local culture may focus on the language of a specific
domain such as food.

The choice of languages and domains determines, in
turn, (c) the types and level of relevant linguistic and do-
main expertise needed to complete the project. The actors

fulfilling key roles (e.g. language expert, domain expert,
data collector, data validator) are recruited, possibly in-
volving crowd or algorithmic workers. In line with the
multipolar model of trade and local languages, a hierar-
chical organisation of the project is also determined: a
main local institution is charged with project coordina-
tion, while its local partners (individuals or institutions)
are in charge of efforts with respect to each local lan-
guage. Finally, (d) the tools to be used by the actors and
that are necessary to fulfil the goals are specified and their
availability assessed. The specification process that starts
with goals and then moves to languages and domains,
actors, and finally to tools may not be linear: the non-
availability of relevant expertise, workforce, or tools may
lead to a reformulation of the goals to suit reality.

Let us take the example of a project on the languages
and dialects within the Italian Alps, the goal of which is
to expand existing lexicons for the purpose of teaching
Alpine minority languages to local children. In this con-
text, the trade languages are German and Italian, the local
languages and dialects can be the (Germanic) Mòcheno,
South Tyrolean, and Cimbrian, or the (Romance) Ladin or
Friulian, and the domain is general language and the base
vocabulary. The actors are mostly human experts due to
the scarcity of existing language resources on which to
base algorithms, and due to the small speaker commu-
nities: language teachers, university students, and civil
enthusiasts. A hub university is overseeing the process
while local language centres are in charge of recruiting
and managing local actors.
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(2) Deployment of diversity-aware supporting tools.
Upon request, LiveLanguage can provide software and
hardware tools and infrastructure to the local institution
according to the needs determined in the project specifi-
cation step, along with training and consultancy for the
development process. In Figure 4, for an Alpine project,
a Local Lexical DB is generated with the German lexicon
as a trade language, and the existing (preliminary and in-
complete) lexicons of three local languages, all automat-
ically downloaded from the UKC via the LiveLanguage
data catalogue. At the current stage, LiveLanguage pro-
vides the following software support:

• download of mono- or multilingual lexicons in a
standard format from the LiveLanguage data cata-
logue;9

• a simple-to-use, open source lexical DB manage-
ment system, automatically preloaded with existing
UKC lexical data on the hub and satellite languages,
mapped together as illustrated in Figure 3;

• browsing and visualisation tools for the multilingual
lexicons, such as local versions of the UKC web-
site10;

• tools for the editing of lexicons.

(3-4) Local development, dissemination, and exploita-
tion. The local institution(s) manage the process of re-
source development. They involve local collaborators
according to project needs and, if necessary, may ask
for consultancy (typically free of charge) from LiveLan-
guage. As they get to keep intellectual property rights
over the resources produced, they have freedom to define
the IP policies that govern the use of results, as well as to
disseminate or exploit them through local applications or
services. LiveLanguage provides tools both for develop-
ment and dissemination of results.

(5-6) Global integration and dissemination. Local in-
stitutions are encouraged to share project results with
LiveLanguage in their own interest: LiveLanguage of-
fers the added value of mapping local lexicons, by means
of the Universal Knowledge Core as a global lexical

9https://datascientiafoundation.github.io/
LiveLanguage/.

10See, for example, http://indo.ukc.datascientia.eu.

database, to all other languages. Local efforts thus pro-
vide the element of diversity into the lexicon, and inte-
gration with the UKC provides interlingual unity. The
appearance of local lexicons in the UKC and the Live-
Language data catalogue also provides an additional dis-
semination opportunity for the effort.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
While there are notable efforts to address the digital lan-
guage divide, and indeed the digital representation of pre-
viously underserved languages is increasing, these efforts
tend to sacrifice linguistic and cultural specificities that
have no equivalent in the world’s most dominant lan-
guages. Having taken a stance for the development of
technologies and methodologies that preserve such diver-
sity, we have introduced language modelling bias as a
quantitative measure of a technology’s (in)ability to sup-
port languages in an equal manner. While recognising
that technology with a completely bias-free representa-
tion of the world’s languages is unattainable, our case
study demonstrates how a language resource development
project can take concrete steps towards avoiding discrim-
inatory biases. The UKC and the LiveLanguage initia-
tive are long-term projects that address both linguistic di-
versity and language modelling bias on the technological,
methodological, ethical, practical, and social levels. The
UKC was released to the global public in 2021 and has
since been expanded with large amounts of lexical data
on diversity. The collection of such data is a never-ending
challenge, and we are initiating more projects, as well as
offering new tools and services in the near future.

The collaborative process described in the previous sec-
tion implicitly assumes the existence of a central organi-
sation taking care of the long-term maintenance and sus-
tainability of key LiveLanguage components: the UKC
database and website, the LiveLanguage data catalogue,
as well as the tools and services. While currently the
University of Trento is playing this role, our short-term
plans involve the creation of the DataScientia Founda-
tion.11 as a not-for-profit coordinating body where diverse
stakeholders share decisional and operational power, in-
cuding an international advisory board featuring experts
from various language communities.

11http://datascientia.eu
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